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The bar is made of

recycled computer-chip.
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You can bring back your
yogurt as an ice-cream

cone. All because of their

original cold insulator,

developed with techniques

from NASA.
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244 N. BeverlyDr.
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
Tel. 310.274.2435
http://www.snolayogurt.com
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ti Now, one of LA girls' favorite sweets is frozen yogurt, which is low in calories and fat. Yet, Sno:la' s
a1: commitment to quality of their frozen yogurt must be one of the highest!

• ~;::::::-;;;:;;:::;;::~-;:;:;;~~~~ • Sno:la' s yogurt is totally different from ones we see anywhere in the city; it' s not gelato or icecream ... Its rich
.. -- - - - - - - - - - _.. taste is like chocolate parfait but also has a pleasant aftertaste.

Just like seeing snow for the first time, it is almost surprising to find such a new type of dessert.
The reason why you can keep eating Sno:la endlessly is because it' s made from Organic ingredients. With no
refining sugar or synthetic sweetener, Sno:la is flavored only with natural fruits and ingredients. You'll want to
come back once you eat it, no matter how concerned you are for your health. It' s understandable why so many
people visit from afar for Sno:la.
This store is not just good for your emotional and physical health, but also good for environment. All the plates
and utensils are made of natural materials, which return to the soil. The walls and the bar are built with recycled
timber. The colorant used for those walls and the bar is not an actual paint, but a colorant, which is made from
beans. They are making such a thoroughgoing effort!
Now, they are developing solar energy system so as to use solar thermal energy. We will be able to taste
frozen yogurt with a touch of the sun.


